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Meredith Commender, CSEP
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Currently Speaking on the Following Topics
Managing and Marketing to Millennials
In this seminar, attendees will learn more about the Millennial generation such as their learning styles, how they receive and process
information, expectations they have of themselves and those they work with, and what sales and communication strategies work best
when managing this generation as employees and when securing their business as clients.

Strategies and Challenges for Adding Corporate
Events to Your Portfolio
In this seminar, attendees will learn about the ins and outs of producing corporate events including understanding different types of
corporate events typically requested, conceiving and producing written proposals for corporate clients, working with the "personality" and
expectations of a corporation vs a wedding/social client, understanding issues surrounding taxation, insurance, legalities, and pricing with
corporate clients, and overcoming challenges with this type of event.

To feature Meredith as a speaker at your next event industry professional organization meeting or conference, please contact her at:
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